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Let S be a connected algebraic monoid and let W(S) denote the finite lattice of 
all regular .Y-classes of S. The main theorem of this paper is that Z!(S) is 
relatively complemented if and only if S is a semilattice of archimedean 
semigroups. If further S has a zero, then V(S) is relatively complemented if and 
only if the group of units G of S is solvable. Another characterization for the 
solvability of G is that the product of any two nilpotent elements of S is again 
nilpotent. The width and depth of any J E P(S) are defined. Also, the width, depth 
and height of S are defined. These structure numbers are studied in some detail and 
the solvability of G is characterized in terms of them. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper Z+ will denote the set of all positive integers. If X 
is a set, then 1x1 denotes the cardinality of X. If (P, () is a partially ordered 
set, a, p E P, then /3 covers a if /I > a and there is no y E P such that 
p > y > a. A linearly ordered subset of P is a chain. The length of a chain 
(a, < +-a < ak} is k - 1. A chain not contained in any other is a maximal 
chain. Let (L, V, A) be a lattice. Then L is relatively complemented if for all 
a, b, y E L, a > p > y implies that there exists 6 E L such that /I A 6 = y and 
pVs=a. 
Let S be a monoid with group of units G. If X, Y s S, then X, Y are 
conjugate if a- ‘Xa = Y for some a E G. If X s S and Y c G, then NY(X) = 
( y 1 y E Y, y-lXy =X) is the normalizer of X in Y. If X s S, Y z S, then 
C,(X) = { y 1 y E Y, xy = yx for all x E X} is the centralizer of X in Y. 
C(S) = C,(S) is the center of S. Let S be a semigroup. If a, b E S, then a 1 b 
(a divides b) if xay = b for some x, y E S’. S is archimedian if for all 
a, b E S, a / b’ for some i E Z’. Let S, (a E ~2) denote a partition of S into 
subsemigroups. Then S is a semizattice (union) of S, (a E Q) if for all 
a, /3 E 0, there exists y E R such that S,S, U S,S, & S,. According to the 
author [4], S is a semilattice or archimedean semigroups if and only if for 
all a, b E S, a 1 b implies a2 16’ for some i E Z+. We let E(S) denote the set 
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of all idempotents of S. If X c S, then E(X) = E(S) AX. If e, f E E(S), then 
e > f if ef = fe = f. We write E(S) for the partially ordered set (E(S), <). 
,P, 9, Y, 2, Q will denote the usual Green’s relations on S. If a E S, then 
H,, J, will denote the z-class and Y-class of a, respectively. We let 
g(S) = {J ] J is a Y-class of S and E(J) # a}. If J,, J, E g(S), then J, > J, 
if a, 1 a2 for some (all) a, E J,., i = 1, 2. We write g(S) for the partially 
ordered set (g(S), <). 
K will denote a fixed algebraically closed field. If n E Z+, then K” = 
KX ... x K is the affine n-space and M,(K) the multiplicative monoid of all 
n x n matrices over K. If X c K”, then X is closed if X is the set of zeros of 
some polynomials on K”. If XS K”, then 3 denotes the closure ofX. By an 
algebraic semigroup we mean a closed subset of K” along with an associative 
operation which is a polynomial map. By a homomorphism between 
algebraic semigroups, we mean a semigroup homomorphism which is also a 
morphism of varieties (= a polynomial map). By a connected semigroup we 
mean an algebraic semigroup such that the underlying closed set is 
irreducible (i.e., is not a union of two proper closed subsets). Let S be an 
algebraic monoid with group of units G. Then S is isomorphic to a closed 
submonoid of An(K) for some n E Z +. A power of each element of S lies in 
a subgroup of S, .P = .@ and g(S) is finite. If JE g(S), then f is 
completely O-simple. G is a principal open subset of S and can thereore be 
viewed as an algebraic group. S\G is a closed prime ideal of S. If S, is a 
closed submonoid of S, then G, = S, f7 G is the group of units of S,. The 
identity element 1 of S lies in a unique irreducible component SC of S. 
Moreover, SC is a closed connected submonoid of S and SC n G = G’. If S, 
is a closed submonoid of S, then SC n G = (S, n G)‘. If S is connected, then 
so is G, and in that case G = S. If e E E(S), then H, is the group of units of 
eSe. So H, is an algebraic group. If S is connected, then so is H, and 
i?, = eSe. 
Let S be a connected algebraic monoid with group of units G and let T be 
a maximal torus of G. Then g(S) is a finite lattice and E(T) is a finite 
relatively complemented lattice. The length of any maximal chain in 
g’(S) = the length of any maximal chain in E(S) = the length of any 
maximal chain in E(T). If S has a zero 0, then this number is equal to dim T 
and 0 E i? If e E E(S), then C,(e) is a connected group and eSe G C,(e). 
The idempotents of any .P-class of S are conjugate. For these and other 
results on connected monoids, see [5-lo]. 
We will also need a number of basic results on (linear) algebraic groups. 
See [ 1,2] for the extensive literature on algebraic groups. Let G be a 
connected algebraic group and let T be a maximal torus of G. We let 
W(G) = N,(T)/C,(T) denote the Weyl group of G. Then [2, 
Proposition 24.1A, Corollary 25.2C], W(G) is a finite group and G is 
solvable if and only if ] W(G)\ = 1. 
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2. MAIN SECTION 
We begin by defining some structure numbers. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. Let T 
be a maximal torus of G. 
(1) If JE Z’(S), then width of J, w(J)= ]JnE(T)]. 
(2) If e E E(S), then width of e, w(e) = w(J,). 
(3) Width of S, w(S) = max(w(J) 1 J E W(S)}. 
(4) Depth of S, d(S) = d(G) = ]Ar&T)/C,(r)]. 
(5) If e E E(S), then depth of e, d(e) = d(C,(e)). 
(6) If J E P(S), then depth of J, d(J) = d(e) where e E E(J). 
(7) Height of S, h(S) is the length of (any) maximal chain in P(S) 
(or E(S)). 
(8) If e E E(S), then S, = {a I a E S, ae = ea = e}‘, G, = S, n G. 
We use d,, ws if we want to specify the monoid S. Note that different 
symbols were used in [lo]. 
Following is immediate from [ 10; Lemma 1.3, Corollary 1.20, 
Theorem 2.1, Theorem 2.6). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G, T a 
maximal torus of G and e E E(T). Then 
(1) G, is the group of units of S, , T, is a maximal torus of G, and e is 
the zero of S,. If f E E(S), f > e, then f E S,. 
(2) d(S) = w(e) d(e). 
(3) d(e) = d(S,) d(eSe). 
(4) h(S) = h(S,) + h(eSe). 
LEMMA 2. Let S be a connected monoid with group units G. Let e, f,, 
f, E E(S) such qthat f,Xfi. Then: 
(1) Ife>fi, i= 1,2, thenx-‘f,x=ff,forsomexEC,(e). 
(2) Ife,<A,i=1,2,thenx-‘f,x=f,forsomexEC,(e). 
Proof (1) f,, f2 E eSe. By [6, Lemma 1.71,. fiSf2 in eSe c C,(e). We 
are done by [8, Theorem 91. 
(2) NowaP1fla=ff,forsomeaEG.Thenf,>e,f,>a-’eu.By(l), 
there exists b E CG(f2) such that b-la-‘cab = e. Let x = ab. Then x E C,(e) 
and x-‘f,x = fi. 
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THEOREM 3. Let S be a connected monoid and let e, f,, fi E E(S) such 
thatA. > e, i = 1, 2. Iff,Sfi in S, then f,Sfz in S,. 
Proof: Let e, f,, f, E E(S) such that A > e, i = 1, 2 and f,Sf2. By 
Lemma 2, we can assume that e E C(S). Clearly fi, f2 E S,. Let G denote 
the group of units of S and let T be a maximal torus of G, with fi E r There 
exists u E G, such that f; = u-‘f2u E 7;. So without loss of generality, we 
can assume that_f, E E Now Tc T, for some maximal torus T, of G. Let 
A, = {f I f E E(T), fiff in S,}, A, = If If E E(T,), firf in S). Clearly 
A, GA,, fz EA,v w&f,) = lA,l, ws (f,) = (A I (. So it suffices to show that c 
ws(f,) = w,,(f,). Let S, = C,(f,). Since f, > e, eSeCf,Sf, s S,. Also, 
(S, n SAC = C&(fi). S ince e E C(S), we see by Proposition 1 that 
d(S) = d(S,) d(eSe) 
On the other hand, 
= ws,V;) d(S 1 n S,)’ d(eSe). 
4s) = w,(fi) d(S,) 
= w,(f,) d(S, n S,)c d(eSe). 
It follows that w,(f,) = w,,dfi). This proves the theorem. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a connected monoid. J,, J, E p(S), such that 
J, <J,. Then we let [J, , J2] denote the sublattice {J 1 J E Z!(S), J, <J < J2}. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be a connected monoid, e E E(S). Then kY(S,) s 
[J,, Gl. 
Proof. Let JE [J,,G]. Then J>J,. So [8, Theorem lO],f >e for some 
f E E(J). Thenf E S,. Let i(J) denote the /-class off in S,. By Theorem 3, 
4 is well defined. Clearly 4(J) E J. Let J,, J, E [J,, G] such that $(JI)= 
$(J,). Then $(J1) = $(J2) c J, n J,. So J, nJ, # 0. Hence J, = J,. Thus 4: 
[J,, G] -+ %(S,) is injective. Let J E %(S,), f E E(J). Then f > e. Now 
Jc J, for some J, E g(S). Since f > e, J, E [Je, G]. Clearly 4(J,) = J. Thus 
4 is a bijection. Let J, , J, E [J,, G] such that J, > J,. Then [8, Theorem lo], 
there exists e2 E E(J,) such that e, 2 e. For the same reason there exists 
e, E E(J,) such that e, > e,. Clearly e, E #(Ji), i = 1, 2. So $(J,) > $(J,). 
Assume conversely that 4(JI) > #(J,). Let e, E E@(J,)) c E(J,). Then 
e, > e, for some e, E E(#(J,)) c J,. Hence J, > J,. This proves the theorem. 
Let G be a connected group. A torus T C_ G is regular if T lies in only a 
finitely many Bore1 subgroups of G (equivalently C,(T) is solvable). 
Otherwise T is singular. See [2, Chap. IX] for details. 
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THEOREM 5. Let S be a connected monoid with zero 0 and group of 
units G. Suppose h(S) 2 3 and d(S) > 2. Then there exists e E E(S) such 
that e # 1,0 and d(e) > 2 (i.e., C,(e) is not solvable). 
Proof. Let T be a maximal torus of G. Then 0 E r So dim T = dim T= 
h(S). By the proof of [ 10, Theorem 2.101, there exists a subtorus T, of T 
such that 0 E r, and N,(T) c: C&T,). So d(C,(T,)) = d(G) >, 2. It follows 
that T, is a singular subtorus of T. By [2, Proposition 24.31, T, c T, for 
some singular torus T, of codimension 1 in T. So dim T2 = dim T - 1 = 
h(S) - 1 > 2. Since T, g T,, 0 E T,. Hence h(FZ) = dim T, = dim T, > 2. 
So there exists e E E(T,) such that e # l,O. Clearly C,(T,) = C,(T,)c 
C,(e). Since T, is singular, C,(T,) is not solvable. It follows that C,(e) is 
not solvable. 
LEMMA 6. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G and let T 
be a maximal torus of G. If X is a non-empty subset of E(T), then C,(X) is 
connected. 
Proof: We prove by induction on IX]. If /XI = 1, we are done by ] 10, 
Theorem 2.31. So let IX] > 1. Let e E X. Then G, = C,(e) is connected and 
T g G, . So Tc G,. By our induction hypothesis, C,(X) = C,,(x\(e)) iscon- 
netted. 
COROLLARY 7. Let S be a connected monoid, e, f E E(S), e > f. Let G 
denote the group of units of S. Then C,(e, f) is connected. 
ProoJ By [7, Corollary 1.61, e, f E r for some maximal torus T of G. 
We are done by Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 8. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G. Let e, 
f E E(S) such that e > f. Let X, Y denote the R-classes of e, f, respectively. 
Define 4: C&e, f) -+ C,(f) as 4(u) = eu. Define IJI: C&e, f) -+ Y as 
v(o) = fv. Then 
(1) 4, w  are surjective homomorphisms. 
(2) dim C,(e, f) = dim C,(J) + dim G, = dim Y + dim C,(e). 
Proof Let a E C,(f). By [8, Theorem 41, there exists u E C,(e) such 
that eu = ue =a. Since af = fa and e > f, it follows that fu = uf. So 
u E C&e, f ). Hence 4 is surjective. Now X is the group of units of eSe and 
f E eSe. So by [ 8, Theorem 41, the map 8: C,df) + Y given by O(a) = fa is 
surjective. Since v = 13 0 4, v is surjective. 
Since e > f, G, s C,(e, f ). It follows that G, is the connected component 
of the kernel of 4. Clearly C,,(e) E C&e, f). Hence C,(e) E A4 where M is 
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the kernel of w. If a E M, then uf = jii = f. Hence MC E C,n C&e, f) = 
C,,(e). Thus MC = C,,(e). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Following is immediate from [8, Theorem 141. 
LEMMA 9. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G and let 
e E E(S). Then dim C,(e) = dim S, + dim eSe. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let S be a connected monoid, e, f E E(S), e 2 f. Then 
eSfe = (eSe)f. 
Proof. Let G denote the group of units of S. Let X, Y denote the A?- 
classesof e, f, respectively. Since S, E S, and f (eSe)f =jSf, we see by 
Lemma 9 that 
dim C,,(e) = dim S, + dim eSfe, 
dim C,(f) = dim(eSe), + dimjS’ 
Clearly dim S, = dim G, and dim Y = dimfSf. So by Lemma 8, dim eS,e = 
dim(eSe),. Clearly eS,e s eSe, f is the zero of eS,e, e E eS,e. It follows that 
eS,e z (eSe),. Thus eS,e = (eSe),. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a connected monoid,e, f E E(S), f < e. Then 
S[f,e]=eSfe=(eSe),= {x 1 ES, ex=xe=~,fx=xf=f}~. 
THEOREM 11. Let S be a connected monoid. Then 
(1) If e, fEE(S), e>f, then p(S[f,el)g [J,,Jel. If f,, fiE 
E(S[f, e]), thenflXf2 in S ifand only iff,Xfi in S[f, e]. 
(2) rfe,, e,, e3, e4 E E(S), e, < e, < e3 < e4, and if S, = S[e,, e,], 
then S[e,, e,] = S,[e,, e,]. 
ProoJ (1) Now S[f,e] = (ese),. By [lo, Lemma 1.81, %(eSe)= 
(JneSelJE [M,J,]}r[M,J,] h w  ere M is the kernel of S. Clearly 
f E eSe. So we see by Theorem 4 that P(S[f, e]) g [J,, .I,]. Now let f, , f2 E 
S(f, e] G eSe such that f,Yf2 in S. Then 16, Lemma 1.71, f,Xf2 in eSe. By 
Theorem 3, f,Tf2 in S[f,e]. 
(2) First note that if e, f EE(S), e > f, then S, c S, and so 
(S,>, = S,. Now let e,, e,, e3, e4 E E(S) such that e, < e2 < e3 < ea. Let 
S, = S(e,, e4]. Then by Proposition 10, 
SIk2Te31 =e3(SIL,e, 
= e3(e4Se,ede2 3 
= e3S,,e3 
= S[e2, e,]. 
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LEMMA 12. Let S be a connected monoid with zero and group of units 
G. Then 
(1) rf h(S) = I, then G is solvable. 
(2) Zf h(S) = 2, and d(S) > I, then I%(S)] = 3 and d(S) = 2. 
Proof: Let T be a maximal torus of G. Then 0 E i=. So dim T = dim T= 
h(F) = h(S). If h(S)= I, then, by 19, Proposition 31, G is solvable. Next 
assume that G is not solvable and h(S) = 2. Then dim T= 2. So [6, 
Theorems 3.18, 3.201, IE(T)I = 4. Let E(T) = {I, e,, e2, O}. If w(ei) = 
w(eJ = I, then 19, Theorem 201, G is solvable, a contradiction. Thus e,.Pe,. 
It follows that ] g(S)1 = 3. By 19, Theorem 181, d(S) = 2. 
THEOREM 13. Let S be a connected monoid with zero, d(S) > 1. Then 
there exist e, f E E(S), e > f such that d(S[f, e]) = h(S[f, e]) = 2 and 
I#(S[L e]>l = 3. 
Proof: We prove by induction h(S). By Lemma 12, h(S) > 2. If h(S) = 2 
we are done by Lemma 12. So assume h(S) > 2. By Theorem 5 there exists 
e E E(S) such that e # I, 0 and d(e) > 1. By Proposition I, h(S,) < h(S) and 
h(eSe) < h(S). Also by Proposition I, d(e) = d(S,) d(eSe). So d(S,) > 1 or 
d(eSe) > 1. We are now done by our induction hypothesis, Theorem 11 and 
Lemma 12. 
THEOREM 14. Let S be a connected monoid with zero and group of 
units G. Then G is solvable if and only if%(S) is relatively complemented. 
Proof. Suppose G is not solvable. By Theorem 13, there exist e, f E E(S) 
such that e > f and ]2!(S[ f, e])l = 3. So %(S[f, e]) is a linear chain. But by 
Theorem 1 I, %(S[f, e])? [J,,J,]. It follows that g(S) is not relatively 
complemented. The converse follows from [ 10, Theorems 2.12, 2.161. 
The following theorem follows from Theorem 14 and [ 10, Theorems 2.8, 
2.15]. 
THEOREM 15. Let S be a connected monoid. Then %‘(S) is relatively 
complemented if and only ifs is a semilattice of archimedean semigroups. 
Let S be a connected monoid, J E p(S), e E E(J). Then we let S, = S,. 
Since the idempotents of J are conjugate, S, is unique to within conjugacy. 
In the following lemma E(T) is being viewed as a multiplicative semilattice. 
LEMMA 16. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G and let 
T be a maximal torus of G. Choose J E p(S) minimal such that d(S,) = 1. 
Let J’ E F?(S) such that J > J’. Then J’ n E(T) E (J n E(T)). 
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Proof: Suppose the lemma is false. Choose J’ E %!(S) maximal such that 
J > J’ and J’ n E(T) $k (JnE(T)). So there exists f E J’ n E(?;) such that 
f@ (JnE(T)). By [ 10, Lemma 1.51, there exists e E JnE(T) such that 
e > f. Suppose e does not coverf. Then there exists e, E E(T) such that e > 
e, > f. By [6, Theorem 3.201, E(T) is relatively complemented. So there 
exists e2 E E(T) such that e > ez > f and e1e2 = f. By the maximality of J’, 
e,, e2 E (JnE(T)). Hence f = e,e2 E (J nE(T)), a contradiction. So e 
covers f. Hence [ 10, Lemma 1.61, J covers J’. Thus e E S,, h(eS,e) = 1. By 
Lemma 12, d(eS,e) = 1. By hypothesis d(S,) = 1 and d(S,) > 1. Now 
d,Je) = d(S,) d(eS,e) = 1. By Proposition 1, w,,(e) = d(S,) > 1. Now T, is a 
maximal torus of G, by Proposition 1. So there exists e’ E Jr7E(Tf), e # e’. 
Since e covers f, ee’ = f. Thus f E (Jn E(F)), a contradiction. This 
contradiction proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 17. Let S be a connected monoid with zero and group of units 
G. Then d(S) < w(S)!. 
Proof: Let w(S) = k. We prove by induction on k. If k = 1, we are done 
by [9, Theorem 201. So assume k > 1. Choose J E p(S) minimal such that 
d(S,) = 1. Let e E JnE(T). Let J’ E Z!(S), J > J’. Let X = (f 1 f E 
J’ nE(F), e > f }. We claim that IX/ < k. For suppose /X( = k. Then since 
w(J) < k, we see that X = J’ nE(T). So e > f for all f E .I' n E(T). If e’ E 
Jn E(F), then, by [ 10, Lemma 171, x-‘ex = e’ for some x E N&T). So 
e’> f for all f EJ’nE(F). Let JnE(T)= (e,,...,e,.}. Then ei> f for all 
f E J’ nE(T), i= l,..., r. So e, ... e,> f. By Lemma 16, f E (e, ,..., e,). So 
f =e, a.. e,. Thus IX] = 1, a contradiction. Hence IX] < k. Now by [lo, 
Lemma 1.41, eT is a maximal torus of H,. By the above, ]J’ nE(eT)I < k - 1 
for all J’ E g(S) with J > J’. But by [ 10, Lemma 1.81, %(eSe) = (J’ n eSe I 
J’ E Z?(S), J>J’}. So w(eSe) < k - 1. By the induction hypothesis on k, 
d(eSe) < (k - I)!. Now d(S,) = 1. So by Proposition 1, d(e) < (k - l)!. 
Again by Proposition 1, d(S) = d(e) w(e) Q (k - l)! k = k! . 
THEOREM 18. Let S be a connected monoid with zero 0. Then d(S) / 
(2h(S))!. 
Proof: Let G denote the group of units of S and let T be a maximal torus 
of G. Let n = h(S). Since 0 E T, dim T = dim T= h(Tj = h(S) = n. Let D = 
No(T)/CJT). Then d(S) = ]Q] and Q is a finite group of automorphisms of 
T. Let K* = K\{O}. Without loss of generality, we can assume [2, Sect. 161, 
that T = (K*)“. Let Y denote the free abelian group in variables, x1,..., x,. 
Let A and x denote the groups of automorphisms of T and Y, respectively. 
Let u E A. Then u = kl ,..., x,,), where x, ,..., xn are characters of T. By [2, 
Lemma 16.11, there exist w, ,..., w, E Y such that ,yi(a, ,..., a,,) = wi(al ,..., a,,) 
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for all a, ,..., a, E K*. Let 0: Y + Y be given by c?(xi) = wi. Clearly c7 0 (5-‘= 
?r o 0 is the identity on Y. Thus 0 E A. It follows that A z 1. Since Y can 
also be viewed additively as Z”, it follows that 2 is isomorphic to GL(n, Z), 
the group of all n x n invertible matrices over Z. So D is isomorphic to a 
finite subgroup of GL(n, Z). By [3, Theorem 1X.61, (a] ](2n)!. This proves 
the theorem. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a connected monoid with group of units G and 
kernel M. 
(1) Let %‘(O)(S) = (G), P (i+ l’(S) = (J 1 J E F?(S), J’ covers J for some 
J’ E W”‘(S)}. 
(2) Let PO(S) = {M}, Z&+,(S) = (J 1 JE P(S), J covers J’ for some 
J’ E ?Z(S)). 
(3) w,(S) = max{ w(J) 1 J E Z&(S)}, 0 < i < h(S). 
(4) w”‘(S) = max{w(J) ] J E P’“‘(S)}, 0 < i < h(S). 
Remark 19. (1) PO(S),..., P’/h(s)(S) are pairwise disjoint. 
(2) If J E q(S), J’ E q+ r(S), and if J < J’, then J’ covers J. 
(3) w(S) = max{w,(S),..., wh(#)l. 
(4) tYz/“‘(S) = %/h(s)-i(S), i = 0 ,..., h(S). 
(5) w”‘(S) = w,(,)_i(s), i = 0 )...) h(S). 
LEMMA 20. Let S be a connected monoid with zero 0 and group of units 
G. Let T be a maximal torus of G. Let J E ?Y#), J, E p,(S), J > J, . Let e E 
J,fIE(T)andsetX={fIfEJnE(T),f>e}. Then IXl<w,(S). 
Proof: Let w,(S) = k. First assume that there is no J, E Pi(S) with 
J, #J, and J > J,. Let J, flE(T)= {e ,,..., e,}. Then m< k. Let eE 
J, f? E(T) and set X = (f I f E J f7 E(T), f > e). Let X = { fi ,..., f,}. Then h 
covers e, i = l,..., r. Now [6, Theorem 3.201, E(g is relatively 
complemented. So for i = l,..., r, there exists ol,. E E(T) such that ai # e and 
fi > ai > 0. Then Jai E ?i!l(S), J > Jai. Hence Jai = J,. So a, E J, nE(F) = 
(e , ,..*, e,). Suppose r > k > m. Then ai = aj for some if j. Thus e = 
fifj = ai, a contradiction. So r < k. 
Next assume that there exists J, E P,(S) such that J, #J, and J > J,. Let 
J, n E(F) = (h, ,..., h,). Then l=w(J,)<k. For i=l,..., 1, let Yi={fIfE 
JfTE(T),f >hi}. Then [lO,LemmalS],JnE(~)=Uf=, Y,.LeteEE(T) 
and set X = (f / f E Jr-7 E(T), f > e}. Then clearly Xc: lJf= I Yi. Suppose 
lXnY,]>2 for somei. Then there existf,, f,EXnY,, f,#f2. Then& 
covers e, t;. covers hi, j = 1, 2. So e = f, fi = hi, a contradiction since 
J,#J,. So IXnYii< 1, i= l,..., 1. Thus IXl<Z<k. 
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THEOREM 2 1. Let S be a connected monoid with zero 0. Then 
(1) wi(S) < [w,(S)]‘,for i = 0 ,..., h(S). 
(2) d(S) & [w,(S)]~‘“‘-‘. 
(3) w”‘(S) < [w”‘(S)]‘,for i = O,..., h(S). 
(4) d(S) < [w”‘(S)]“‘“‘- ‘. 
ProoJ Let w,(S) = k. Let e E E(S), e # 1. We claim that w,(S,) <k. 
For suppose w,(S,) > k. Choose e minimal. Then S, # S. So e # 0. Thus 
there existsf E E(S) such that e covers f. By the minimality of e, w,(Sf) < k. 
Thus without loss of generality, we can assume that f is the zero of S. We 
are then done by Lemma 20. Thus 
w,(S,) G k for all e E E(S), e # 1. 
Now we proceed to prove (1). Suppose w,(S) < k’, i > 1. Let J E q+ ,(S). 
Let G denote the group of units of S and let T be a maximal torus of G. 
Now J > J’ for some J’ E q(S). Let J’ nE(T) = (e, ,..., e,}. Then r Q k’. For 
j= l,..., r, let Xj= {f]fEJnE(F),f>ej}. Then by [lo, Lemma 1.51, 
u;=, Xj = Jn E(T). N ow TCj is a maximal torus of G, and Xj E Tej. So by 
Theorem 3, ] Xj] = w,(S,,) < k. Hence ]Jn E(T)] < rk < kit’. This proves 
(1). 
We now prove (2). We proceed by induction on h(S). If h(S) = 1, then by 
Lemma 12, d(S) = 1, and we are done. So let h(S) > 2. Let JE p,(S), 
e E E(J). Then by Proposition 1, d(S) = d(S,) d(eSe) w(e). Now w(e) < k. 
Since h(eSe) = 1, d(eSe) = 1 by Lemma 12. As shown above, w,(S,) < k. By 
Proposition 1, h(S,) = h(S) - 1. By the induction hypothesis d(S,) < kh’S’-2. 
It follows that d(S) < k*(s)-‘. 
Arguments dual to the above yield (3) and (4). 
Remark 22. In Theorem 21, (1) and (3) are valid without the 
assumption that S has a zero. 
THEOREM 23. Let S be a connected monoid with zero 0 and group of 
units G. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) G is solvable. 
(2) The product of any two nilpotents of S is again nilpotent. 
(3) The nilpotents of S form an ideal of S. 
(4) w,(S)= 1. 
(5) w”‘(S) = 1. 
(6) w(S)= 1. 
(7) d(S)= 1. 
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(8) J*~Jfor all JE%,(S). 
(9) J* G J for afl J E f%““(S). 
(10) J* c Jfor all JE g(S). 
(11) S is a semilattice of archimedean semigroups. 
(12) Y/(S) is a relatively complemented lattice. 
(13) For all e, f E E(S) any eigenvalue of ef is either 0 or 1. 
ProoJ That (1)o (6)o (7)o (lO)o(ll)o (12)o (13) follows from 
[ 10, Theorem 2.121 and Theorem 14. That (4) o (8) and (5)o (9) follows 
from [ 10, Theorem 2.131. That (4) o (6) o (5) follows from Theorem 21. 
That (3) 3 (2) is obvious. Now assume (2). Let T be a maximal torus of G 
and let J E Z!,(S). Suppose w(J) > 1. Then there exist e, f E Jn E(T) such 
that e # f. Then ef = 0. By [8, Theorem 91, x-‘ex = f for some x E G. Since 
ef = fe = 0, we see that exe = ex- ‘e = 0. So ex, x- ‘e are nilpotent elements 
of S. But e = (ex)(x-‘e) is not nilpotent. This contradiction shows that 
w(J) = 1. Thus w,(S) = 1 and (2) * (4). Finally we show that (1) 3 (3). So 
assume that G is solvable. By the Lie-Kolchin theorem [2, Theorem 17.61, 
we can assume that G, and hence S consists of upper triangular matrices. Let 
N denote the set of all nilpotent elements of S. Then N consists of all strictly 
upper triangular matrices of S. So N is an ideal of S. This proves the 
theorem. 
Remark 24. In Theorem 23, that (4) o (5) o (6) o (8) o (9) o (10) o 
(11) o (12) e (13) is valid without the assumption that S has a zero. 
Conjecture 25. Let S be a connected monoid, h(S) > 2. Then w,(S) < 
21h(S) - 11. 
EXAMPLE 26. We now show by example that Conjecture 25, if true, is 
the best possible. Let n E Z’. Then M = {(x ,,..., x,, y, ,..., y,) ] xi, yj E K, 
xiyj=xjyi, i, j= I,..., n) is a closed connected submonoid with zero of K2” 
and dim M = n + 1 (see [6, Example 4.71). Let M denote the group of units 
ofM. If u E K*“, then let 4(u) denote the 2n x 2n diagonal matrix with u as 
the diagonal. Let V= (A j A EM*,,(K), MA s a}. Then V is a closed 
submonoid of .H*,,(K). Let S = Vc; G the group of units of S. Let fi E&i 
denote the row with 1 in the ith component, zero elsewhere, i = l,..., 2n, let 
ei = Q(h), i = l,..., 2n. Let T = $(M). Then T= g(n). Clearly TC V and so 
T g S. Now T c T, where T, is a maximal torus of G. Then T, c C,(T) = 
C’,(T) c G&e,), i = I,..., 2n. So T, consists of diagonal matrices. Let Q E T, . 
Then (l,..., 1)a E Zi?. Since a is diagonal, it follows that a E T. So T is a 
maximal torus of G. Now h(S) = dim T= n + 1. 
For i, jE {l,..., n), i # j, let A, be the 2n x 2n matrix with 1 in (i, j), 
(j, i), (n + i, n + j), (n + j, n + i) components and zero elsewhere. Let a, 
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/? E K. We claim that aIzI,, +/lA, E V. Let (x1 ,..., x,, y1 ,..., y,) E fi. Let 
WY.., xn*, Y,*,..., Y,*> = (XI 7.**, x,, Y, ,.*-9 y,) (al + PA ij). Then XT = axi + /3xj, 
yi*=ayi+pyj, Xi*=axj+/3xi, Yj*=pYi+aYjl Xr*=axr, JJ,*=ay,for I= 
1 ,..., n, r # i, j. It is routinely verified that (XT ,..., xz, y: ,..., y,*) E M. Hence 
aI+PAijE V. Let X= {aI+/lAij(a,pEK). Then ZEXG V and X is 
closed and irreducible. So X E V’ = S. Thus A, E S. 
Let C denote the 2n x 2n matrix with 1 in (i, n + i), (n + i, i) components, 
i= 1 ,..., n, and zero elsewhere. Let a,/? E K. We claim that aI + PC E V. Let 
x,, y, ,..., y,) E ~7 and let (XT,..., x,*, YT,..., Y,*> = (x, ,..., x,, Y, ,..., Y,) 
j:i’;.pC). Th en XT = axi + /?yi, yT = ayi + pxi, i = l,..., n. It is easily seen 
that (XT v-*-3 $3 YT,..., ~X)E V. Let Y={aZ+j?CIa,jlEK}. Then ZE YE V 
and Y is closed and irreducible. So Y c Vc c S. Thus C E S. 
Now for i, j E {l,..., n}, i#j, eiAij=ej, ejAij=ei, e,+iAij=e,+j and 
e ,,+jAij=en+i. So ei.yej and e,+i3-en+j. Also e,C=e,+,, e,+,C=e,. 
Thus e, .Pe, + 1. It follows that e, ,..., e2,, lie in the same ,y-class of S. Thus 
w,(S) = 2n and h(S) = n + 1. 
We conclude with a major open problem. 
Problem 27. Let S be a connected monoid with zero. To what extent 
does the structure of p(S) determine that of S? For example, can the set 
X = {J 1 J E g(S), J* G J} = {J 1 J E g(S), w(J) = 1 } be determined by 
looking only at the lattice g(S)? More generally, can w(J) be determined for 
all J E g(S) from the lattice g(S)? This last question is equivalent (by 
Proposition 1 and Theorem 11) to that of whether d(S) can be determined 
from p(S). So far we are unable to answer the question even when g(S) is a 
linear chain with four elements. In that situation, is d(S) necessarily 6? 
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